
How to Spend it
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Agenda

• ‘Medisieve’: the opportunity
• Edward’s priorities (given scarce resources)
• Financial strategy
• Structure of a PoC proposal
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Medisieve
• Based on great science
• Disruptive 
• If it ‘works’ then (at a price) it will sell.
• A ‘zero or zillions’ opportunity (if cheap enough).
• Must prove many things before we know.
• Need: 

– To persuade many people (individually & in organisations) to     
work with us – out of self interest).

– Multiple rounds of cash to fund stuff – unless licence  ‘as is’.
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Big question
• Risks everywhere (a lot of ‘ifs’ in a row)
• Lots to ‘prove’ 
• Limited resources (cash & time)
• Everything needs doing - but in what order? 
• How to apply limited resources
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Scarce resources
• Everything needs doing before we:

– Launch
– Investors get their money back (x0, x10, x100)

• But we can’t do everything:
– Not enough time
– Not enough cash. 

• So, where do we invest scarce resources first?
• What drives value for next financial investor?
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Creating early (formal) joint ventures
• Easiest way is to pay for everything.
• But opportunities arise to enter joint ventures 

(upstream, downstream)
• Good because they can:

– Minimise cash burn
– Align incentives

• Potentially bad if they (for example):
– Limit future partnerships 
– Complicate IP ownership  

• Value-add asset or value reducing encumbrance?
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Whose judgment matters?
• Medisieve needs lots of people to co-operate.
• Will require more cash, so:  

– Treat next investor as ‘customer’
– The ‘product’ is equity (at best valuation).

• For next investor:
– User demand a necessary but not sufficient condition 
– They can see all sorts of other hurdles.

• Everyone one of these ‘dependencies’ is:
– A source of risk and thus…
– Something that lowers value. 
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Value vs. risk (single tranche)

Commercial
Value (€€€€)

Risk

Commercial Development (€€)
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Value vs. Risk (multiple tranches)

Commercial Development (€€)Milestones
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Use ‘seed’ funds wisely
• Scarce,�one time only� funding. 
• Must�bridge�to a sustainable outcome:

– Positive operating cash-flow (sustainable)
– License, sale (‘exit’ - no more cash needed)
– More (bigger) investment. 

• Two objectives:
– Cross “too early” (rejection) threshold 
– Maximise�pre-money� valuation... 
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Tragedy (1)

We chose the wrong risk

We didn’t prove anything

Commercial
Value

PoC Development (€)© 2015 Jeff Skinner 13

Risk



Tragedy 2

Chose the right risk

But ran out of money 

Commercial
Value

CommercialDevelopment (€€)
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Risk

Run out of
money here



• ‘Edward’, like most founders:
– Good at judging & doing ‘science’
– Less able to judge or execute ‘business’ tasks

• Knows vaguely what needs doing but:
– Can’t afford - so needs investment
– Doesn’t know what worries investors the most

• Easiest (but arguably wrong) to:
– Do more science (comfort zone & expertise)
– Use own judgment to second-guess  what investors want 
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Process (1)
• Map out:

– Activities needed to bring to market
– Who you need to do  what.
– Create a ‘Plan A’ sequence of events

• Recognise own limited ability to judge:
– Value of technology
– Greatest risks, priorities
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Process (2)
• Seek out:

– Investors (corporate & independent) 
– Those who know how investors think 

• They can tell you which:
– Which aspects worry them the most
– Which activities add the most value
– Which partnerships, relationships add/kill value & why.

• Investors like that you asked & listened
• They invest in ‘lines, not dots’. 
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Process (3)

• Write proposal that:
– Sets out the big picture - why it could be a 

promising opportunity
– Say what needs ‘proving’ in  eyes of  next 

investor (if one is needed)
– Set out a plan: what it’ll cost, who’ll do what.
– Team matters: the more they have experience 

the more assumptions they’re allowed  have.
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Some conclusions

• The customer is the next investor
• It’s their reservations that matter
• Early funds must bridge to next tranche of 

cash (or break-even)
• Never give funds to those ‘second-

guessing’ 
• More science is rarely the answer!



“The most important thing is to make 
the most important thing the most 

important thing”
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